In playing cards or drinking, is comparing, yet thinking not at all over what is at last to have a bearing on the judgments of the neighbors. What do you think? I put the question directly to each one of you and you must answer it as best you can. If indeed you are these wasting any considerable portion of your Alleged Course believe me you will repent of it, the time will come sooner or later when you will in vain endeavor to recall these moments thus entirely wasted moments of what time of your life? was it in childhood, in the ease of reason dawned bright enough to perceive that morning so long since enveloped your feeble intellects, or after he was immersed in the clouds of age? No! even that folly conciliation will be refused as conscience reminds you that it was when your intellects were most vigorous, when they needed little but experience to place them on an equality with those of the middle age of man. In the words of Solomon, 

"Before a young man is the path of the youth, and walk in the way of thy heart, and be not hastened in the sight of thine eyes. But know thou that for all these things, the Lord and his agent he will bring these into judgment", and as certainly as every evil or misfortunes, add the drop of bitterness to that cup of woe, which all mankind must drink so certainly will their form an inconsiderable portion of that which shall be allotted to you.

Fellow members, you must be aware that the employment which I have named are totally unworthy of you who will shortly be called on to fill that place which is date expect to be oc-